25% OFF SALE!

Christmas $AVING$ in July!

“How-to” Gunsmithing Courses on DVD from AGI:

Be a Certified Gunsmith, Machinist, Welder, 1911 Pistolsmith, Glocksmith, AR Riflesmith, or Firearms Appraiser!

Building • Customizing • Refinishing Repair • Tuning • Maintenance and more!

Huge Savings Inside!

1-800-797-0867
www.AGIChristmasSale.com

Limited Time Offers!
ORDER TODAY!

Offers Expire 8/31/15
Learn professional gun repair from the world’s premier Gunsmithing instructors and get certified as a gunsmith, in as little as 90 days, by watching a video a day in the privacy of your own home or business.

Experience the sheer joy of learning real gunsmithing from Master gunsmiths, through this premier, certified, trade school level program, fast and easily, all without ever having to quit your job or leave the comfort of your living room and for about one fifth the cost of attending a campus based school. Through the knowledge you will acquire in this course you will be able to completely understand how to repair and customize pistols, revolvers, rifles, shotguns and rimfires.

This is our promise to you; when you have finished the professional Gunsmithing course from AGI, you will be able to pick up any firearm, even one you have never seen before, determine what type of system it uses and with that knowledge be able to analyze the problem and make the appropriate repair. We teach you how all the systems work, the mystery and confusion will be gone. You will actually understand what the problem is and why you are fixing it in a particular way. Then you will have become a real gunsmith.

NO OTHER SCHOOL, CAMPUS BASED OR OTHERWISE OFFERS THIS LEVEL OF INSTRUCTION. In fact, serious students graduating from campus based gunsmithing schools have been enrolling in our program because “they didn’t teach me that!.” Why is that the case? . . . because only AGI teaches you step-by-step how all the major firearm systems work and we are the only Gunsmithing school with Master Gunsmith Bob Dunlap as senior instructor. In addition, because the instruction is delivered step-by-step on video, the instruction is consistent and systematic. The entire course is completely indexed, so you can watch any section as many times as you want or need to.

YOU CAN’T FIX IT UNLESS YOU UNDERSTAND HOW IT WORKS! That is why our course is a complete design, function, and repair course. The way we show and describe to you how the firearms mechanisms work, totally illuminates the subject and the fog and mystery is removed. You will now know and possess the how and why of firearm design and function and then you are able to understand how to make the appropriate repair. No other Gunsmithing course provides this teaching method or experience.

BOB DUNLAP HAS THE UNIQUE ABILITY TO MAKE COMPLEX CONCEPTS EASY TO UNDERSTAND. This unique teaching style greatly compresses the time it takes to become a professional gunsmith. Bob’s exclusive teaching system uses one section to build on the next. For example in the pistolsmithing section, we spend 27 plus hours teaching you how all the various models and systems work. You begin by learning in comprehensive detail about “locked breech single action automatic pistols that use a link
system” (like the 1911 .45 Auto). Once you fully understand how those type of mechanisms work, we then focus on teaching you the differences between that and the cam lock system (Browning Hi-Power, Glock, and others) and so on. Thus providing new information on each model or major variation of firearm, building on a foundation and saving you time by not repeating every detail where they are the same. Therefore we are able to cover many, many, many times the number of guns and systems than any other course ever offered. In addition we have created cutaway guns to use as teaching aids for many of the models we cover. This provides you with a unique look “inside” the firearm, to clearly understand how everything works together. This same “building block” teaching method is continued throughout the shotgun, .22 rimfire and centerfire rifles sections of the course. You will also learn many important elements of gunsmithing including; how-to properly headspace a firearm and why, firing pin shape and design, sear, hammer and trigger systems, balancing and adjusting springs, accurizing, barrel replacement and alignment, frame repairs and straightening, timing, feed systems, and so much more.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BECOME A CERTIFIED, COMPETENT GUNSMITH AT A FRACTION OF THE COST OF A CAMPUS-BASED GUNSMITHING PROGRAM?

HERE’S HOW: If you are like most of our students, you already have a career and family and can’t afford to go to a campus-based school and spend $15,000 – $20,000 or more per year, plus living expenses, lost income and 2-3 years of full-time commitment. This could total $50,000 or a lot more!! Even then, many graduates of other schools have told us that they still feel they need AGI’s design, function and repairs courses, because they weren’t taught complete design, function and repair, so they enroll with us to complete their education. They also use our course as a Master Reference library on video, which frequently helps them get out of a bind. In addition, AGI courses cover many subjects in better and clearer detail than you would receive as a student at a brick and mortar college. Plus, AGI covers a whole lot of things that are just not taught in gunsmithing school at all—like how to be successful in the business of gunsmithing. We also teach you real world benchwork short-cuts, tricks, tips and techniques.

ALL OF THE ADVANTAGES OF A CAMPUS BASED COURSE, BUT FASTER AND WITH THE ABILITY TO REVIEW INFORMATION ANYTIME YOU WANT: We designed the AGI Professional Gunsmithing Course on video to give you the advantages of a campus-based program with none of the disadvantages. In fact, many of our students say that our video based course is better because they can “replay” the instructor anytime a difficult project comes in. In fact, researchers say that we retain less than 12% of what we learn in a classroom. That’s why we’ve designed our course to be sure every step is clearly demonstrated and rapidly available for your review when needed.

WE WON’T WASTE YOUR TIME . . . In a classroom setting, you usually only get 20 to 30 minutes of solid instruction per hour, at best, after the teacher is finished taking roll, telling a joke, answering stupid questions, and teaching to the level of the slowest person in the class. The AGI course is solid information. No wasted time. On top of that you can’t see the details and close-ups that we show you, even from the very first row in a classroom.

STUDY AT YOUR OWN PACE. We remove all of those learning barriers. With the AGI courses you move at your pace with the ability to review at anytime, and there is no time limit to complete the course. And because the entire course is taught on video, note taking is not required so you can focus on the instruction.

HOW FAR WILL YOU TAKE YOUR NEW GUNSMITHING CAREER?

Go to the max with the Complete Turn-key Gunsmithing Package on page 4 or take it one step at a time starting with Level One shown on page 7. Your choice - just get started on your new career today - you won’t regret it!
If you want to get started in gunsmithing immediately and possess all the information available plus a complete turn-key set of tools, this is the course for you. A number of students wanted everything they needed for doing complete gunsmithing repairs and basic customizing in a small home size shop, without them having to spend a lot of money or shop around in dozens of different stores. So, we interviewed our top instructors and they recommended the tools that we included in this package. **If you really want to get started fast without breaking the bank, this package will really help you accomplish that goal. AND YOU CAN GET IT NOW FOR THE INCREDIBLE 25% OFF CHRISTMAS PRICE - WITH BONUSES!!!!** Here's a quick rundown on everything you get with this awesome package:

- AGI's CORE 108 HOURS OF DVD INSTRUCTION IN DESIGN, FUNCTION AND REPAIR SO THAT YOU CAN START MAINTAINING AND REPAIRING FIREARMS IMMEDIATELY. $4,997
- Get a Gunsmithing FFL (Federal Firearms License) How-to Audio CD and application starter kit, including: forms, tags and book. Everything you need to know to get your FFL $300
- Professional Gun Cleaning Course $39.95
- Buying and Collecting Used Guns course $39.95
- Detailed History of Smith & Wesson course $59.95
- Stock refinishing course $49.95
- Glass bedding course with kit $49.95
- Shop Parts Manuals $200
- Testing and Certification
- One year of Gun Club of America, SilverPLUS Level Membership with GunTech Monthly Training DVD $358
- Ongoing Technical Support from Professional Gunsmiths by phone and email **Priceless**
- One Year of Continuing Education through Webcast Classes $2,000 value
- COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP COURSE WITH MATERIALS AND SHOP MANUALS $1,397
- Custom Barreling Bolt Action Rifles Course $49.95
- Selecting, Understanding, and Buying Rifle and Pistol Scopes Course $39.95
- Super Tuning the Factory Rifle Course $49.95
- Building the Classic Custom Mauser Rifle Course $79.95
- Certified Cowboy Action Armorer Course with Testing and Certificate $597
- COMPLETE ADVANCED WELDING COURSE WITH MATERIALS $1,297
- How to Heat Treat Carbon Steels Course $49.95
- How-to Case Hardening Metal Parts Course $49.95
- How To Make Coil Springs Course $49.95
- Learning The Art Of Making Flat Springs Course $49.95
- Certified 1911 Pistolsmith Course - complete with Test, certificate and patch $1,297
- Certified Glocksmith Course - complete with Test, certificate and patch $1,297
- Certified AR-15/M4 Riflesmith Course - complete with Test, certificate and patch $1,297
- How to Rebarrel & Blueprint Military Bolt Action Rifles Course $39.95
- M1 Garand Armorer Course $39.95
- Build your own M1 Garand from a parts kit Course $39.95
- How to do a trigger job on an M1 Garand Course $39.95
- How to Build a Semi-Auto G-3, HK-91 & CETME Rifle Course $39.95

**All Discounts End 12/31/15**
Continued Turn-key Gunsmithing Package . . .

• BUSINESS SUCCESS SYSTEM INFORMATION PACKAGE WHICH INCLUDES: A $2,697
  • 6 CDs. Interviews with AGI instructors and “How-to” information on shop set-up, flow, problem solving, traps to avoid, and more.
  • Exclusive Gunsmithing First Ever Flat-rate Job Book (so you will immediately be the expert and know with confidence how much you should charge for your work)
  • “Tax Secrets Of Owning A Small Business That ‘THEY’ Don’t Want You To Know About” Audio CD. You would pay more than $1,000 to get the advice revealed on this CD from a CPA or tax attorney.
  • Marketing Manual teaches you different ways to market your business. Includes information on how to use direct mail to generate business, news releases, yellow page ads, and more.
  • The Secret Life of Bob Dunlap – Inside Bob’s Head (a 4 DVD Video set!): Learn how Bob became a Master Gunsmithing Instructor, understand how his unique thought process works, and how you can apply the same methods to make successful repairs.
  • PLUS: 2 Certificates for a 1/2 Hour phone consultation with Master Gunsmith Robert Dunlap.
  • Business Success Tool Kit Series: Contained in this 12 audio CD “Mini - MBA” Series are the core secrets to operating ANY successful and profitable business.
  • Advanced Trigger Jobs and Systems Course
  • Professional Metal Finishing and Hot Caustic Bluing Course
  • Slow Rust and Nitre Bluing Course (this is the finish used on high end custom rifles and double barrel guns.)
  • Pillar Bedding Course – the advance step-by-step process to provide accuracy
  • Expansion Modules: (additional 100 hours of fully indexed firearms training and reference videos)
    - Pistols—over 65 additional handguns
    - Rimfire Rifles—dozens of additional models
    - Shotguns—over 30 additional shotgun models and systems
    - Rifles— additional models and systems
  • Certified Firearms Appraiser Course—Make money appraising guns.

This is only part of the COMPLETE Turn-key BUSINESS PACKAGE!

Check out the tools that you'll get on the next page!!!!
Continued Turn-key Gunsmithing Package . . .

- Design, Function and Repair Live Courses — a series of classes that were recorded
- Complete DVD library of 58 Armorer’s Courses
- Personalized Gunsmithing Website—help jump start your business
- Two weeks of hands-on in-the-classroom Training with AGI Instructors

The Enhanced Master Gunsmithing package truly is a turn-key business.

PLUS - A COMPLETE TOOL PACKAGE

- 7” x 12” Bench Top Lathe
- 6” Wire Wheel
- Belt Sander with disc sander
- Bench Grinder and Wire Brush
- Bench Top Drill Press
- Gunsmithing Bench Vise
- Foredom Hand Grinder with cutters and bits, Flex Shaft, Handle and Variable Speed Foot Control.
- Complete Set of Gunsmithing Screwdrivers
- Oxyacetylene Torch, Tip and Regulator Kit (tanks not included)
- Brass Punch Set and Steel Pin Punch Set
- 4 ounce Ball Pein Hammer
- 8 ounce Brass Hammer
- Gun Coat Airbrush Metal Finishing Kit (refinish firearms with multi-color state of the art finishes)
- 2 ounce Ball Pein Hammer
- Plastic Mallet
- Brass and Steel Punch Set
- Pliers Set and Diagonal Cutter
- Dental Pick Set
- Professional File Set and Needle File Set
- Safety Glasses and AGI Oil Mat
- Thread Gauge
- Gunsmith’s Bench Block
- Digital Calipers
- Laser Boresighting System (for collimating scopes)
- Electronic Trigger Pull Gauge
- Rifle Holding Cleaning Fixture and Cradle
- Set of “Jack First” Three Volume Parts Schematics Catalogs
- Gun Parts Corp Reference Manual
- Brownells Gunsmithing Catalog Offer
- 6” x 1/2” Norton Trigger and Sear Stones
- Screw Gizzie (for grinding screws to fit)
- Gunsmith Parallel Jaw Pliers
- Mauser Bolt Extractor Pliers
- and other goodies . . .

Notice: The tools in this package are representative but models, manufacturers or items are subject to availability and change without notice. ENHANCED MASTER GUNSMITHING COURSE STUDENT TUITION: $14,997 plus shipping.

American Gunsmithing Institute's approval to operate as a private post secondary institution in the state of California is based on provisions of the California Private Post Secondary Education Act (CPPEA) of 2009 (California Education Code, Title 3, Division 10, Part 59, Chapter 8), which was effective January 1, 2010. The Bureau can be reached at 2535 Capitol Oaks Drive, Suite 400, Sacramento, CA 95833, www.bppe.ca.gov, toll-free telephone number (888) 370-7589 or by fax (916) 263-1897.

Don't miss this Great Deal!

Personalized full color business cards!

Christmas Bonus #2

YOUR NAME HERE

Your Business Here

Trained by the American Gunsmithing Institute

(123) 456-7890 • 1234 Main Street • Anytown, USA

AGI CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL COURSE – CA School Code #2800501

THE CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

Sale ends 8/31/15 Offer expires 12/31/14

$14,997.00 Valued at

$11,247.75

= GCA Silver Member

the ‘Are You Kidding?!’ price:

$11,247.75

Offer valid for paid in full courses only and exclude monthly payment plans.

See pages 9-11 for details on GCA Membership!

1-800-797-0867 www.AGIChristmasSale.com
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT FIREARMS DESIGN, FUNCTION AND REPAIR TO START A GUNSMITHING CAREER. The course starts you off with a 5 hour introduction to the world of Gunsmithing learning about; special gunsmithing tools and how to use them, filing and stoning techniques, proper use of hand tools, firearms parts and proper terminology and descriptions, locking systems, action types, feed mechanisms, basic ballistics, cartridges and powders, different types and pressures, cartridge evolution, primer and bullet types and so much more. Now you are prepared to learn the design, function and repair of pistols, revolvers, rifles, shotguns and rimfires.

As you watch the DVDs, you will find that the Professional Gunsmithing Course is divided into four major sections, pistols & revolvers, shotguns, rifles, and rimfires. It is our belief that you can’t “fix it” unless you really understand how “it” works. Many so called “gunsmiths” simply “throw new parts” at a problem until they hope it is fixed. We teach the why and the how. When you fix a gun, you’ll know you really fixed it.

COMPLETE TESTING AND CERTIFICATION: As you complete the introduction to gunsmithing and each of the four sections (pistolsmithing, shotguns, .22 rimfires and centerfire rifles) you will take a written multi-choice examination to test your knowledge. If you pass you will become certified for that portion of the course and receive a handsome framed personalized certificate. A certificate is given for each section. Certification from the American Gunsmithing Institute is more than just a badge of honor. Many companies will allow our graduates’ access to restricted parts. With the Certified Professional Level 1 course in addition to the 108 Hours of Design, Function and Repair Instruction in the Certified course, you will also receive these additional bonuses:

- Gunsmithing FFL (Federal Firearms License) starter kit.
- How-to Audio CD, application starter kit, forms, tags and book. Everything you need to know to get your FFL.
- One Year of Silver Level Membership in the Gun Club of America with GunTech Monthly Training DVD
- Professional Gun Cleaning Course
- Buying and Collecting Used Guns course
- Detailed History of Smith & Wesson course
- Stock refinishing course
- Glass bedding course with kit
- Shop Parts Manuals
- Testing and Certification
- Ongoing Technical Support from Professional Gunsmiths by phone and email
- One Year of Continuing Education through Webcast Classes

As you watch the DVDs, you will find that the Professional Gunsmithing Course is divided into four major sections, pistols & revolvers, shotguns, rifles, and rimfires. It is our belief that you can’t “fix it” unless you really understand how “it” works. Many so called “gunsmiths” simply “throw new parts” at a problem until they hope it is fixed. We teach the why and the how. When you fix a gun, you’ll know you really fixed it.

COMPLETE TESTING AND CERTIFICATION: As you complete the introduction to gunsmithing and each of the four sections (pistolsmithing, shotguns, .22 rimfires and centerfire rifles) you will take a written multi-choice examination to test your knowledge. If you pass you will become certified for that portion of the course and receive a handsome framed personalized certificate. A certificate is given for each section. Certification from the American Gunsmithing Institute is more than just a badge of honor. Many companies will allow our graduates’ access to restricted parts. With the Certified Professional Level 1 course in addition to the 108 Hours of Design, Function and Repair Instruction in the Certified course, you will also receive these additional bonuses:

- Gunsmithing FFL (Federal Firearms License) starter kit.
- How-to Audio CD, application starter kit, forms, tags and book. Everything you need to know to get your FFL.
- One Year of Silver Level Membership in the Gun Club of America with GunTech Monthly Training DVD
- Professional Gun Cleaning Course
- Buying and Collecting Used Guns course
- Detailed History of Smith & Wesson course
- Stock refinishing course
- Glass bedding course with kit
- Shop Parts Manuals
- Testing and Certification
- Ongoing Technical Support from Professional Gunsmiths by phone and email
- One Year of Continuing Education through Webcast Classes

Order yours today!
Now YOU too can acquire the skills to become a Machinist in a matter of hours - GUARANTEED!

Is it really possible? Can you learn how to operate a lathe by just watching our courses? Yes! In fact, it will only take a few hours before you can start turning out your first quality parts. Instructor Darrell Holland breaks down the information into its simplest components. Each technique he teaches prepares you for the next skill level.

"After watching the courses I am 100% satisfied. I could not take enough time off from work to go to school to learn machining. I am a beginner. It would have taken me years to learn what these videos taught me." John D. McDougal, Newport, AR

Become an Expert on the Lathe  Now YOU have a front row seat in the classroom of the future! Our writers and producers have put together a professional training course using personalized DVD video instruction. With our comprehensive course outline, specialized production techniques, and knowledgeable instructors, you will receive detailed instruction you could NEVER get in the classroom. Our course will take you from the most basic machining skills right through the tricks, tips, and techniques of master machinists.

"Very detailed and straightforward demonstration of machining fundamentals. Darrell Holland's experience, as demonstrated on these videos, is going to save me a lot of time and frustration. Excellent Job!" James T. Jensen, Berea, KY

We teach you EVERYTHING you need to know about the lathe: what to look for if you are buying one, the function of each part of the machine, how to set it up, grinding your own tool bits, complete facing, turning and boring operations including turning precision diameters and tapers, boring holes and turning threads (internal AND external), knurling, finishing, and more.

Darrell doesn't just show you how to operate the machine, he teaches you the core knowledge required so you really UNDERSTAND what you are doing. How to select the proper materials for the application and calculate turning speeds and feed rates are covered as well as measuring tools and measuring techniques.

"I had purchased my lathe before I ordered this course. The lathe came with just a parts list and recommended fluids for lube. I had thousands of dollars tied up and did not know how to use it. I have ordered other how-to videos from AGI before, so I knew you guys were the best choice for me. After watching the lathe videos I had no trouble at all setting up my lathe and turning out all types of work. I could not have done this without AGI." Douglas Patrick, Laurel, DE

Master the Milling Machine: The Milling Course is just as thorough and complete as the lathe course. Once again, Darrell comes through by giving you unique insight into the capabilities and features of the vertical mill. He tells you exactly what to look for when purchasing a new or used mill as well as trumming the head, fixturing, X,Y & Z axis movements, locating centers, locating edges, types of cutters, cutting speeds and fluids, chip load, material selection, fly-cutting, climb-cutting,
precision hole-drilling, angle cuts and boring. AND... he goes into detail on how to use edge finders, collets, chucks, clamping tools, digital readouts, measuring tools, specialty cutters, rotary tables, indexers and much more.

"The Lathe Course was superb, and since the Milling Course is even better, I am at a loss for a term of recognition higher than superb. I learned more tricks and insights from these courses than 35 years of hands-on has taught me. Just his tips for trammng in the head quickly and easily were worth the cost of the course to me. Darrell is not only a master machinist and gunsmith, but a natural instructor as well. Thanks for another great course!" Steve Bird Sr., Failure Analysis Engineer, San Jose, CA

Climb into Darrell's Head Just knowing the techniques isn't enough, we give you insight into the way a Master Machinist like Darrell thinks. In the section on "Making a Part: Start to Finish," Darrell takes you through the thought process of how you approach making a part. He shows you how to think through the entire process in your mind before you start the machine and the differences between machining a single part and setting up for a production run. It's the sharing of this kind of knowledge and information that sets us apart from any other course or institute.

Darrell covers (in his usual detail) how to design and set up your shop, buy materials and perform heat treating as well as how to use the belt sander, drill press, blast cabinet, cut-off saw, pedestal grinder, surface grinder and more. The detailed tricks and techniques he gives you will save you loads of time and make you more money (like how to remove broken screws and resharpen drill bits)!

Darrell then rounds out the course by demonstrating the abilities and limitations of the less expensive Mill/Drill combination machines that are now available. He gives you his own personal recommendations of when and how they can be used effectively and if that wasn't enough . . . BONUS VIDEOS: Two more instructors will show you how to set up and operate an automotive-cylinder boring machine and an automotive brake lathe. Armed with this exclusive information you could start doing contract work for a local garage!

"I have watched the entire course 4 times. As usual with AGI, the quality of the instruction is first rate. Darrell Holland is a machinist who not only knows his subject, but is also able to present the material in an interesting and captivating way for the student machinist. I found the additional videos dealing with automotive machining to be an unexpected, but appreciated bonus." Glendall H. Epperson, Epperson Gunsmithing

Pass the Ultimate Test! So you can prove you have learned the material completely, we have two levels of optional testing and certification. The first level test is Machine Shop Theory. We will provide you with a multiple choice written test that you complete and send back to us. If you pass we will provide you with a personalized Machine Shop Theory certificate with your name on it. The next level of testing is a chance for you to demonstrate your new machining skills. When we send you the course it includes the blueprints and materials needed for you to machine a few pre-selected parts. This is your own personal Fire Walk. It's a true test of your skills. If you pass, you will be issued a certificate of completion showing that you have met our high standards, which will read "Machinist in Practical Applications" with your name on it.

Bonus Materials!!! In addition to the 30 plus hours of video in the course itself, you will receive the 2,543 page Machinery's Handbook (which is the Machinist's "bible"), the matching Machinery's Handbook Guide, an AGI machinist apron, a handy pocket conversion and drill chart, practice tool bit, thread alignment "fish-tail" gauge, written test, blueprints and test materials. #MSCOURSEDVD plus s/h

FREE BONUS TOOLS!!!
Digital Caliper
1" Micrometer

Regular Price: $1,397.00
GCA Silver Member Price: $1,047.75

1-800-797-0867  www.AGIChristmasSale.com
From the President: This Christmas I would like to give you a FREE membership (if you are not already a member) in the Gun Club of America to say thank you for your patronage and give you the opportunity to experience all the GCA has to offer its members.

When I created the Gun Club of America, I intended for it to be for people that are passionate about our freedoms and firearms as the tools that keep us free. When it comes to guns, our members are interested in learning much more than just the basics, or about casual shooting. They want to possess a complete understanding of firearms.

With every month that goes by, with every issue of GunTech you watch, you will acquire this knowledge through your membership. I hope you enjoy it as much as I believe you will!!

Gene Kelly, President of the Gun Club of America and the American Gunsmithing Institute

As a new GCA SilverPLUS Member you will receive all these great benefits:

GunTech DVD Magazine: An exciting monthly 2 Hour Video Firearms Technical Training DVD! Every month we will mail you one of these collectible DVDs. Each issue contains exclusive information, bench and field evaluations of new and interesting guns, workbench tips, technical how-to tips, gun and gun related product evaluations, tool reviews and demonstrations, along with clearly presented and detailed projects that YOU can do.

In GunTech we interview interesting people in the firearms industry, take you on factory and museum tours, provide shooting instruction and tips, and go behind the scenes at the SHOT Show every year. (The SHOT Show is restricted to only people in the firearms industry which means that you can't get this "behind the scenes" look anywhere else!)

The GCA Connection: The GCA Connection is your full color monthly print magazine which includes columns, articles, and tips by our staff and fellow GCA Members,
along with GunTech’s monthly program guide and GCA Specials of the Month with discounts offered directly from manufacturers, and a wealth of other information!

HOT BRASS Magazine: A firearms magazine from the GCA that contains interesting articles, how-to projects, shooting tips, coupons, contests and more!

Industry Discounts: Each year you will receive access to an online coupon booklet good for thousands of dollars off products and firearms from various manufacturers. You will also enjoy the 20% GCA “Members Only” Discount that applies to courses ordered from the American Gunsmithing Institute.** (**Excludes state certified courses, books, and tools.)

Member’s only website: On this website you’ll find a how-to gunsmithing discussion board, industry news, source directory of gunsmithing parts, supplies, manufacturers, etc., gunsmithing articles, stories, and much more!

Technical Support: Have questions about guns or gunsmithing? Get your questions answered! GCA Members receive technical support from Master Gunsmiths by phone and email.

LIVE International Meetings: Monthly live video meetings over the internet. During the show we have a lot of fun, give away prizes, review products and tools, answer your questions, offer specials and more.

**AND . . . each and every month in your GunTech DVD you get a complete disassembly/reassembly course!**

If you are a serious gun guy, 

For anyone in the industry such as an FFL Dealer, gunsmith, pawn broker, law enforcement armorer or serious firearm hobbyist, this one section ALONE is well worth the entire monthly investment in membership.

**RISK FREE SPECIAL TRIAL MEMBERSHIP OFFER:**

Evaluate the DVDs, read the newsletters, and use the website resources and chat groups as much as you want for one month. If for any reason you decide you do not want to continue your membership, simply call us and we will cancel your membership immediately. And remember, if you do, we will still give you a brass level membership for a full year for free. You have absolutely nothing to lose, so enjoy GCA SilverPLUS Membership benefits now! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! After your FREE trial, on the 2nd month you can tell us to stop or we will automatically charge your credit card $29.95 a month and continue to send you the monthly GCA Connection Newsletter, the monthly GunTech DVD and continue to provide you with all the SilverPLUS member benefits.

and it Gets Even Better!

As an extra Christmas Gift, FOR THIS CATALOG ONLY, Silver and SilverPLUS GCA members get

25% OFF AGI COURSES!*"
Hunt with a custom Mauser rifle built with your own hands!

Experience the satisfaction of building a classic heirloom quality rifle that can be handed down to your grandchildren.

AGI Master Gunsmith Gene Shuey will show you each step, from removing old parts, to installing and headspacing a new barrel. In this epic production you will see a solid old military 98 transformed into a classic hunting rifle. We start with two identical guns and then go through every single conversion step in detail. Actions, triggers, barrels, stocks, mounts, slings, sights and custom accessories are covered in extensive detail. Over seven (7) hours of detailed information. Over two years in development and production. First we provide you with a thorough discussion and identification of Mauser Actions. Then we teach you each of the following steps:

- Selecting Actions
- Removing The Old Hardware & Barrel From The Action Using A Barrel Vise
- Selecting Barrels, Considerations
- Installing, Reaming And Headspacing A Barrel
- Muzzle Brake Installation
- Custom Floor Plate Installation

After watching this course you will be able to convert a Mauser from an ugly old beater into a beautiful hunting rifle that you will be proud to show off.

Just ask Jim . . .

How-to Rebarrel & Blueprint Military Bolt Action Rifles

This course is designed to teach you how to super tune all the popular military bolt actions including: Mausers, Enfields, Springfields and Japanese Arisakas. AGI’s Ken Brooks tells you which models are safe to build-up and which ones aren’t, including which work best with magnum cartridges. This course focuses on tuning, strengthening, and accurizing the action for both reliability and function. Ken not only shows you HOW to perform each procedure, he also explains WHEN and WHY to do them. He shows you how to: weld up the firing pin hole, reshape the firing pin, machine the bolt face and open it for magnums, super-tune the extractor and make it “snap-over” for reliability, lap the lugs, extend the mag box for longer cartridges, install recoil shoulders in the magazine box, open the rails to feed magnum cartridges, fit the magazine for reliable feeding, and modify the front guard for bedding. Learn to flare the cocking piece runway, fit the bolt stop and ejector, do a trigger job, re-barrel and headspace. Dozens of custom modifications are shown; some for reliability, others for accuracy, and many for personal taste. We show you how to perform procedures without expensive tooling and which tools are a “must have.” You CAN build an accurate, reliable, totally awesome, customized, military bolt-action rifle! 5 hrs. DVD#3284 $79.95 (plus s/h)
I have been a life long subscriber to Rifle Magazine and have lusted after the beautiful firearms that have been portrayed in their “Custom Corner.” I decided that I would attempt to build my own custom rifle. So I began to look around for a resource where I could learn how to do just that. Going to one of the gunsmithing schools was out of the question considering that I wanted to do this as a hobby, not as a profession. I read/heard about your company and decided to take a chance. I ordered the “Building the Custom Mauser.” I purchased a Persian 98/29 Mauser rifle and began work.

I wanted to tell you that I have watched that series over ten times all the way through. Mr. Shuey is a disciplined instructor, not given to over statement. For the beginner, these videos are so helpful as they walk one through the entire process of building a custom rifle. Then I purchased the Rust /Nitre Bluing. I have just completed all of the metal work (bottom metal, action, bolt and barrel) and I gotta tell you, it is beautiful! I could never have afforded to purchase a custom rifle of this quality. Yet, with these videos, I have been able to produce beautiful work. This is not a testimony to my own efforts. Rather, this is praise for the ability of these videos to provide instruction in such a way, that a beginner like me can turn out decent work. In the hands of a patient and diligent person, these videos bring the possibility of the custom rifle into the reach of people like me. For that I wish to thank you and your organization for providing me with this service. I got more than I bargained for from your videos! Sincerely yours, Pastor Jim Pimentel

Refinish stocks and make your firearms look like new!

Duplicate the finish of the top gun makers by using AGI's step-by-step process. Master Gunsmith Gene Shuey teaches you how to remove dents, fix cracks, strip the old finish, preserve checkering and how to apply a new custom oil finish. The end result will be a beautiful finished stock that you can be proud of. Guaranteed! AGI's exclusive video covers the process in detail, showing you how to strip off the old finish, fill or fix dents and scratches, how to sand and fill the grain, special techniques for getting the proper color stain and the proper way to apply and treat the finish. All of the simple tools and materials that you will need are readily available and everything is explained in detail. If you properly follow the AGI method your rifle or shotgun will look like it was refinished by an expert. Satisfaction Guaranteed! 120 min. **DVD#SRVDVD** $39.95 (plus s/h)

I'm an AGI student and a Silver GCA member. I was asked by a friend if I could fix the stock of his 870 shotgun. I read about the AGI course on stock refinishing with Gene Shuey. I sent for the course, followed the detailed step-by-step instructions and the stock looked like new. No, it looked like a custom job of woodworking, I am so happy with this finished stock. The professional instruction is top notch. So, from Medford, Oregon this is R.G. Waterbury thanking all of you at AGI for this amazing gift of knowledge.
Super Tuning the Factory Rifle

Save $$$!

Before you go out and spend hundreds, or possibly thousands of dollars on a new custom rifle, first **squeeze all the potential performance out of the rifles that you already own!** In this course Darrell Holland will show you how to cut your group sizes in half or more by improving the rifles function using existing parts and by employing the tricks of custom gun makers that you can do yourself.

Save Big Bucks by “Saving” your existing barrel by recrowning, setting back and re-throating the chamber. When to do cryo work and stress relieving of the barrel and when to avoid it is explained. Also, how to add a heavy pinned recoil lug, blueprinting the action and lapping the lugs, bedding for 100% contact and all the details of perfect stock fit. Plus - trick aftermarket parts that really work, proper barrel break-in techniques, fitting a special firing pin, trigger, bolt stop and why.

*Everything that you need to know to tune up your factory rifle is covered in this course.* Although most applicable to the Remington 700 and Winchester Model 70 rifles, which are covered in detail, many of the techniques can be applied to numerous other models as well.

**DVD#3254 $49.95 (plus s/h) Over 3½ hours!**

---

Custom Barrel your rifles!

Using a Remington 700 action Darrell Holland takes you through the complete process of custom rebarreling. You will understand EVERYTHING you need to know to complete your rebarreling project from lathe set-up to final installation and fitting (even how to install a muzzle brake).

Darrell helps you choose the right barrel for your application, and use the lathe to true the receiver and machine and lap the bolt lugs to create maximum contact for strength and accuracy. He shows you the set-ups and a simple process that enables you to support the receiver properly in the lathe chuck.

Learn proper measuring techniques and how those measurements relate to the finished product. NOTHING is left out. Counter-boring the receiver and cutting the barrel threads is covered in detail. Darrell finishes by crowning the barrel and, if that isn’t enough, shows you how to size, select and install a muzzle brake. Find out what to do and what NOT to do to get accurate results.

Darrell also discusses safety issues so you understand the tolerances required as you build a safe, reliable, and barreled action! Even if you plan to have someone else do your custom barrel work, this course will help you select your new barrel, choose the options for the installation, and discuss the project with your gunsmith. **120 min. DVD#2014 $49.95 (plus s/h)**

---

How to design and fabricate custom cartridges

A wildcat cartridge is a cartridge not commercially loaded by a major ammunition manufacturer. This course is instructed by Custom Gunsmith Fred Zeglin, renowned cartridge designer and builder of the well known Hawk series of cartridges. Fred will get you on the road to a thorough understanding of Wildcats and Wildcatting. Over two hours in length, this course takes you smoothly from the dreamin’ up and design phase through the actual case forming and chamber reaming stages. If you can run a lathe, you will be able to make your own reamers after watching this detailed course! How to do ballistic research and the software programs that are available to help you design your cartridge case are ALL covered. **DVD#2174 $79.95 (plus s/h) 120 min.**
Squeeze the Maximum Performance out of your handloads!

Handloading for the Long Range Shooter Course

You’ve heard the stories of unbelievable accuracy and shooting with “custom” ammunition. Perhaps you’ve even built your own favorite load. Now you can learn to surpass anything commercially available with this course from AGI.

GUARANTEED! For about the cost of a box of bullets you can learn to get every last bit of performance and accuracy out of your factory or custom rifle. Learn how to make hand loaded ammunition tailored specifically for long range shooting.

Riflesmith and competitive shooter Darrell Holland offers step-by-step instruction in the manufacture of superior ammunition. Standard caliber and wildcat cartridges are discussed and reasons for using them explained. Components such as bullets, powder and primers are examined and selected on the basis of the type of target and the distance where the performance will be best suited. A ton of information that will enhance your capabilities. 71 min. DVD#3214 $39.95 (plus s/h)

Long Range Shooting Course - Special techniques enable you to quickly range and hit a target from 300 to 600 yards+ and beyond!

Master Rifleman Reveals Secrets That You Can Use With Devastatingly Accurate Results

Long range shooting expert Darrell Holland takes you through a course of instruction guaranteed to improve your long range shooting skills. The initial discussion focuses on the rifle, ballistics, cartridges and bullets. Judging range and equipment calibration are covered, along with a selection of optics and range finders. Shooting techniques are covered from the point of both a hunter and a tactical shooter. Are you making these basic mistakes?

Darrell shows tips for bench and field shooting positions, and demonstrates them along with expedient methods and accessories for optimum accuracy. You’ll see some incredible shooting at ranges out to 600 yards and learn how to make those shots. On a rainy day I used the methods taught by Darrell in this course to score head shots three for three at 360 yards and three for three body shots on metal silhouettes at 600 yards. All in light rain with changing wind conditions. We are so sure that you will benefit from this course that if you use the methods in this course and you don’t significantly improve your ability to shoot at long ranges we will give you a FULL Refund - no questions asked. Exclusively for AGI customers we have developed and are including a set of invaluable tables for calculating your long-range shots. 104 min. DVD#3224 $39.95 (plus s/h) Guaranteed 37% Increase In Accuracy!

How to glass bed your rifle for accuracy

If your rifle isn’t shooting as well as you think it should, a poor bedding job could be the culprit. Using this fast, easy, professional method will get you back on target quickly! Everyone wants to get more accuracy out of their rifle and a properly bedded action is one of the best ways to achieve this goal. By following our methods and using the proven bedding compound and kit (included FREE) you will greatly enhance the performance of your rifle! Covers all types of stocks including: wood, composite or plastic. The secrets of accuracy are explained along with tips on strengthening your stock. 105 min. DVD#SGBVVDVDKIT $49.95 (plus s/h) Improve your rifle’s accuracy!

1-800-797-0867 AGI www.AGIChristmasSale.com
Go from this to this with help from AGI!

Convert your Remington 870 for home defense or tactical use.

This detailed course begins with a discussion of accessories and options available, then breaks down the actual work into its basic steps. Gene Kelly shows what modifications are actually worth doing and have value. Learn what is legal and what generally is not. Basic tuning and reliability modifications, such as timing of the cartridge stops, are covered in detail along with bolt carrier conversion to override feed jams. Learn the correct way to measure the barrel and how to properly shorten and crown it. Learn how to install sights and to drill and tap for screws, as well as modern epoxy installations. Gene will teach you how to refinish your gun with Gun Kote, a modern tactical finish. After finishing, Gene shows you how to add tactical safeties, magazine extensions, specialized followers and ammo carriers. Several different types of stocks are demonstrated, with the advantages of each covered in detail. He takes you through a full function test of the finished gun, discusses safe home storage and locking devices, and concludes with a demonstration of the effects of various types of ammunition on walls. If you’ve ever wanted a tactical shotgun, or wondered how you could build one on your own, this is the course for you! Guaranteed! 2 hours. DVD #3274 $39.95 plus s/h

You can build or rebuild your M1!

Build yours from surplus M1 Garand parts and new receivers that are available.

Save hundreds of dollars by assembling your own.

Master Armorer and International Firearms Expert, John D. Bush shows and demonstrates step-by-step: identifying, sorting and selecting parts and receivers, checking parts for wear and fit, and a clear demonstration of the barreling and headspacing process. Along with total assembly and final fitting is a discussion on how to identify parts by manufacturer, interesting facts and bits of history. This is the only complete course detailing everything you need to know to assemble an M-1 Garand from a parts kit. 109 min. DVD #3144 $39.95 plus s/h

THE AGI "RISK FREE" 1 YEAR - 100% "BULLETPROOF GUARANTEE"

If for any reason you are not satisfied with any AGI video or product purchased directly from AGI, you may return it for a full refund (less shipping) for one full year. Defective videos also replaced for up to one year. The only question we’ll ask is: "How did we fail you?"
Learn design, function and how to completely disassemble, maintain, repair, and reassemble your guns, fast and easily with total confidence using these DVD manuals from AGI!

Master Gunsmith Bob Dunlap explains design and function using cutaway firearms, giving you exclusive close up details of the internal workings that you just aren't going to be able to see otherwise.

We believe you can't fix it unless you truly understand HOW the firearm is intended to work. These really are owners' and technical manuals on DVD. What is Covered in an Armorer's Course? We start with a brief history of each particular firearm and in most cases use an exclusive factory cutaway to explain in detail the design of the feeding and locking mechanisms, the trigger system, proper ejection, and every other function of that specific model of firearm with views of the intricate internal workings not normally visible. After you have a complete understanding of the design and function we show, step-by-step, complete disassembly and reassembly, then teach you basic troubleshooting and repairs at an Armorer's level. And AGI keeps you out of trouble by telling you what parts you should never remove! AND . . . all AGI Armorer's Course DVDs include a FREE printable schematic! Only $39.95 each plus s/h.

"I wanted to send you a letter commending the outstanding video produced by AGI covering High Standard's product line. The video includes excellent historical, instructional and informative information. We feel that this piece will assist gunsmiths, consumers and collectors well into the future. As part of our employee orientation, the AGI High Standard video will be included as informational material. Bob Dunlap's insight into the entire product line including current and obsolete models, and the relationship between them, is invaluable information for the viewer. Projects like AGI's gunsmithing video courses will help shooting sports survive in a time of negative publicity. Firearm ownership of the future depends on education today! Congratulations on an excellent product."

Scott D. Aronstein, Marketing Manager, High Standard Manufacturing Company, Inc.

60 titles to choose from! See pages 20 & 21!

60 titles to choose from! See pages 20 & 21!

60 titles to choose from! See pages 20 & 21!

60 titles to choose from! See pages 20 & 21!

2 New Courses!

All Armorer's Course titles are shown on pages 20-21. Find the ones for your guns!
Tell the AGI elves which FREE STUFF!

**P**urchase $200+
Receive FREE SHIPPING!

**P**urchase $300+
Get 1 bonus item + FREE SHIPPING!

**P**urchase $400+
Get 2 bonus items + FREE SHIPPING!

**P**urchase $500+
Get 3 bonus items + FREE SHIPPING!

**P**urchase $600+
Get 4 bonus items + FREE SHIPPING!

*Maximum 8 free items per order.

**BONUS #1**
Pocket Gunsmithing Tool
Keep your gun ready with 18 of the most frequently used tools for rifles and shotguns! Features the GCA logo! Gun Punch, Choke Tube Wrench, 3 Torx Wrenches and much more! $25.00 plus s/h
Item #GUNTOOL

**BONUS #2**
Pocket Survival Tool
Don’t get caught without this valuable tool! A can opener, knife, bottle opener, wrench, magnifier, screwdriver, compass and ruler all in one! $19.97 plus s/h
Item #SURVIVORTOOL

**BONUS #3**
GCA Gun Cleaning Cloth
Use this silicone saturated cloth to wipe down and protect your firearms before putting them away. $10.00 plus s/h
Item #GUNCLOTH

**BONUS #4**
Handloading for the Long Range Shooter
Learn how to make hand loaded ammunition tailored specifically for long range shooting. Surpass anything commercially available with this course from AGI. GUARANTEED! Riflesmith and competitive shooter Darrell Holland offers step-by-step instruction in the manufacture of superior ammunition. A ton of information that will enhance your capabilities. 71 min. $39.95 plus s/h DVD #3214

**BONUS #5**
Squeeze all the potential performance out of the rifles you already own!
In this course Master Rifle Builder Darrell Holland will show you how to cut your group sizes in half or more by improving the rifles function using existing parts and by employing the tricks of custom gun makers that you can do yourself. Everything that you need to know to tune up your factory rifle is covered in this course. $39.95 plus s/h DVD #3254

**BONUS #6**
Do your own trigger job!
Improve your accuracy by modifying your trigger to break clean with a smooth light pull. Every detail is explained step-by-step. Master Gunsmith Bob Dunlap shows how this trigger system works and why. There have been tens of thousands of these rifles imported, but they do have a rough military trigger. Learn how to improve the trigger pull on this wonderful rifle. Applicable to the No. 1 MKIII, No. 4 MKI, Ishapore A2 .308 and other variations. $39.95 plus s/h DVD #3374

**BONUS #7**
Build a Tactical Shotgun!
Gene Kelly shows what is legal and what generally is not. Basic tuning, reliability modifications, bolt carrier conversion to override feed jams, the correct way to measure the barrel and how to properly shorten and crown it. Learn how to install sights and to drill and tap for screws, as well as modern epoxy installations. Gene will teach you how to refinish your gun and how to add tactical safeties, magazine extensions, specialized followers and ammo carriers. Several stocks are demonstrated, with the advantages of each covered in detail. He takes you through a full function test of the finished gun, and discusses safe home storage and locking devices. $39.95 plus s/h DVD #3274

The more you order, the more FREE stuff you get!

**P**urchase $200+
Receive FREE SHIPPING! **P**urchase $300+
Get 1 bonus item + FREE SHIPPING! **P**urchase $400+
Get 2 bonus items + FREE SHIPPING! **P**urchase $500+
Get 3 bonus items + FREE SHIPPING! **P**urchase $600+
Get 4 bonus items + FREE SHIPPING!

*Maximum 8 free items per order.

Use the order form on page 39 so you don’t forget everything you want!

**Handloading for the Long Range Shooter**
Get Master: Purposes in Front Your Equipment
Learn how to make hand loaded ammunition tailored specifically for long range shooting. Surpass anything commercially available with this course from AGI. GUARANTEED! Riflesmith and competitive shooter Darrell Holland offers step-by-step instruction in the manufacture of superior ammunition. A ton of information that will enhance your capabilities. 71 min. $39.95 plus s/h DVD #3214

**Build a Tactical Shotgun!**
Gene Kelly shows what is legal and what generally is not. Basic tuning, reliability modifications, bolt carrier conversion to override feed jams, the correct way to measure the barrel and how to properly shorten and crown it. Learn how to install sights and to drill and tap for screws, as well as modern epoxy installations. Gene will teach you how to refinish your gun and how to add tactical safeties, magazine extensions, specialized followers and ammo carriers. Several stocks are demonstrated, with the advantages of each covered in detail. He takes you through a full function test of the finished gun, and discusses safe home storage and locking devices. $39.95 plus s/h DVD #3274

1-800-797-0867 www.AGIChristmasSale.com
**Disassembly/Reassembly Courses!**

**DVD Manuals for your firearms!** These DVDs very clearly demonstrate the complete process of disassembly and reassembly step-by-step, using close-up views to provide clear instruction. Each DVD covers one specific model or family of firearms and is indexed to help the user quickly find the information they are looking for. These are "must have" support information for anyone who owns one of these firearms. Only $19.97 each plus s/h.

**BONUS #36**

**AGI Coffee Cup**

Around the office this is our "Life Support System" - a sturdy white mug with the AGI logo and motto in blue and red. Microwave and dishwasher safe, this 12 ounce cup will hold your favorite beverage while proclaiming to the world that "the right to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed." Comes in handy as a reference tool also, since it has our 800 number and website address right on the front. Keep several around the shop, we do. $6.95 (plus s/h)  
Item #AGICUP

**BONUS #37**

**AGI Hat**

Whether you’re trying to keep the wind out of your hair or the sun out of your eyes you just can’t beat this comfortable, good looking, AGI hat. Use this quality hat all year long! $12.00 (plus s/h)  
Item #AGIHAT
We believe you can't fix firearms unless you truly understand HOW they are designed and function using cutaway firearms, giving you exclusive content that you are not going to be able to see anywhere else. Each video course begins with a clear step-by-step guide teaching you how each part is intended to function. We then guide you through the reassembly process, how to make basic repairs, provide tricks and tips, and show you how easily pay for themselves the very first time they are viewed and you will enjoy viewing. Each course is 2 hours in length and includes a printable schematic! Regular price $39.95 each.

With AGI Armorer's Courses you will know step-by-step, how to totally disassemble and even do common repairs.

BUY TWO GET ONE FREE! Under your Today! JOIN THE GCA AND SAVE 25% 1-800-797-0867 • www.
Now how your firearm functions, and reassemble it, maintain it, airs. Guaranteed!

Each DVD runs 90 min. to each plus s/h GCA Silver Price: $29.96 each plus s/h

COMPLETE ARMORER'S COURSE LIBRARY

Save 25% when you buy the entire Armorer's Course Library at one time!

When you purchase the Entire Armorer's Course Library at one time it's only $1,798!

What are you waiting for?
This is a great deal!

GCA Silver Members
SAVE $999!

www.AGIChristmasSale.com
AGI constantly strives to be at the forefront in providing our students, customers and Gun Club of America Members with up-to-date educational material and information. We are proud to announce we now offer a Certified Armorer's Course specifically for Cowboy Action Firearms. Earn your Certified Cowboy Action Armorer's Patch today!

Start gunsmithing in the fastest growing shooting sport in the USA!

This course consists of seven different AGI Armorer's Courses and covers the common cowboy action revolvers such as Colt and Ruger single actions, lever action cowboy rifles such as the Winchester '92, '94, 1866, 1873, 1876, 1886, the Marlin '94 and '95, the classic Winchester 97 pump shotgun, and all of their clones and copies. The course covers tuning the Single Action Revolver for speed shooting, and contains two bonus DVDs. These additional lessons cover gated and non-gated conversions of Colt and Remington percussion revolvers to cartridge (with and without a mill), and an extensive smooth and tune of the Marlin '94. This lesson covers trigger jobs as well and is applicable to all cowboy lever guns.

OVER 12 HOURS OF INSTRUCTION!

ITEM# CCACOURSE  Reg $597 plus s/h
Course includes: 7 Armorer's Course DVDs, 2 Bonus DVDs and Test. Certification and Cowboy Armorer's Patch issued upon successful completion of course and testing.

AGI gunsmithing courses are courses you will want and need to watch again and again. If a picture is worth a thousand words then AGI’s courses are precious beyond words. AGI employs cutaway firearms to give you a look inside and a clear understanding of exactly how your gun functions. You will possess the most authoritative information available on the design, function, maintenance, and repair of your particular model of firearm, with the ease of understanding that can only come from watching live action video. Absolutely packed with information not available anywhere else! Owning an AGI course is like having the country’s best gunsmithing instructors available whenever you need them.

We have spent over 20 years and have invested millions of dollars to create courses that provide you with a clear, concise learning experience. Whether you want to totally disassemble and reassemble your gun, build a custom rifle or pistol, become a hobby gunsmith, professional gunsmith, machinist, welder, locksmith, or learn any of many other trades, we have created courses that provide you with the knowledge and experience you want quickly, at a fraction of the time and money it would cost you to learn it any other way.

THE AGI PHILOSOPHY

AGI exists to provide firearm enthusiasts with the knowledge needed to keep their guns in safe and top-notch condition, maximizing their shooting experience and potential in a way that preserves the gunsmithing art and ensures “that the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.”
AGI's Certified Law Enforcement Armorer Course covers all of the most commonly used law enforcement handguns, shotguns, and patrol rifles and meets the needs of both sworn officers and individuals who work on law enforcement firearms or would like to. We have brought together fifteen AGI DVD Armorer's Courses along with testing and certification to create this exclusive course. Firearms covered include:


Each individual Armorer's Course covers complete disassembly and reassembly, detailed explanation of design, function and internal workings using a cutaway firearm, basic troubleshooting and repair at an armorer's level, AND . . . each course includes a printable schematic! To attend just one factory armorer school would cost you hundreds of dollars, plus days of time and travel expenses. This course is equal to attending 15 (fifteen!) factory schools - as many times as you want! PLUS you can watch and learn at home in your spare time. Your knowledge of these firearms and confidence in maintaining them will reach a new level. After passing the certification test, AGI will issue you a Certificate of Completion as a Certified Law Enforcement Armorer AND the LEAC patch! Includes: 15 Armorer's Course DVDs, testing, certification and patch. Course #LEACKITDvD $797.00 plus s/h

ONLY $597.75

and save $200 while you're at it!
Practical Gunsmithing Course

Discover the secrets of repairing, modifying and customizing your firearms quickly and easily!

This course quickly teaches you the shortcuts, tips and tricks used by the pros! If you are not ready to invest in the complete AGI Professional Gunsmithing Course but want to continue to build your gunsmithing skills and be able to do dozens of different repairs, then the PRACTICAL Gunsmithing Course is the perfect “next step” for you!

9 hours of instruction from Master Gunsmith Robert H. Dunlap! You will learn all of this:

- How to set up your home workshop . . . everything from the depth and height of your workbench to the “must have” hand and power tools that will save you time and money getting started.
- How to custom hand grind your own gunsmithing screwdrivers
- Two simple tricks for removing broken screws out of metal or wood
- Cold-bluing methods
- Tricks on how to properly mount a scope . . . and the “Dollar Bill Test” to use once you’ve got the scope on
- Proper barrel cleaning to avoid damage
- How to re-tip a broken firing pin
- What NEVER to do when polishing a chamber
- A simple method to quickly repair loose handgun grips
- How to replace or install a recoil pad on your rifle or shotgun
- How to repair a broken stock . . . using the tips in this lesson just once could save you hundreds of dollars and pay for the entire course!
- Various types of firearm locking systems: rifles, pistols and shotguns
- Proper nomenclature and parts identification of single action revolver, double action revolver, shotgun and long gun; learn to talk “the talk” of a real Gunsmithe
- How to identify a striker or hammer fired gun and why the difference is important
- How to determine the proper “length of pull” for your firearms
- The differences between American and European style stocks
- How to tell if you’re stock is “cast-off, cast-on or neutral” . . . and how this effects recoil
- Why your sight picture may change depending on your stock’s pitch
- Barrel types, styles, and manufacturing
- Introduction to ballistics and how cartridges are designed
- A complete discussion of sights and scopes
- And much more we don’t have room to list!

Plus . . . you get The Complete Hobby Gunsmithing Reference Book!

This book is crammed full with reference information including a DVD index, troubleshooting tips, shop techniques, handy gunsmith tool blueprints as well as heat treating, ammunition and decimal charts. A must have! This book includes:

- Master index for the DVDs
- A 16-page “Troubleshooting Flow Chart” Identify the malfunction then simply follow across the chart to learn the probable cause and appropriate corrective action. PURE GOLD!
- The exact blueprints for over 13 different custom gunsmithing tools that YOU can make
- Metric and English ammunition designations and sizes chart
- Full page of decimal equivalents, a handy reference for drill and tap sizes.
- Heat-treating chart for hardening metals. PLUS More!!!

Complete and pass the Practical Gunsmithing Test and receive a certificate of completion to display in your home or office.

Regular Price: $747.00
GCA Silver Member Price: $560.25

CHristmas Special!
Three extra bonus courses plus FREE SHIPPING!

When you order the Practical Gunsmithing Course you will learn how to do dozens of common repairs and receive: basic hand tools, Gunsmithing Made Easy (a must have book for anybody interested in guns), written test, and certification.

Plus you will get these 3 extra bonus courses!

Learn all of this!
Millions of firearms are sold, traded, or inherited every year and many of these guns must be formally appraised for estate, resale, and tax purposes. You can get paid for providing your “expert opinion of value” when you become a Certified Firearm Appraiser™ (CFA) but, you must have the proper training and certification to be able to provide an expert opinion and keep yourself legal. Here are just a few of the many opportunities:

- The IRS requires that firearms that are a significant part of an estate be appraised for tax purposes. The same goes for collections of guns being donated to a museum, foundation, or non-profit as a tax deduction.
- In the case of bankruptcies, firearms are considered part of an individual’s net worth, a certain amount of which, if properly documented, they get to keep.
- Individuals that need money for retirement or need to raise cash have to know what their guns are worth so they can get a fair price. In addition, surviving relatives will often want to sell a deceased person’s firearms, but have no idea of their value.

We can help you achieve that expertise FAST! AGI has developed this special course which will enable you to quickly become a Certified Firearm Appraiser™ using knowledge provided from a panel of experts with well over 400 years of combined experience in collecting, appraising and selling firearms. You will instantly benefit from all of their experience, saving you years of trial, error and frustration. The business lessons they share during these interviews are alone worth the entire investment in this course.

This complete course even covers how to market your services, so that estates, foundations and attorneys can find and hire you.

Just the certification alone puts you in a different class. Think about all the additional business that could come from completing this course!

If you offer gunsmithing services many of these guns may need some restoration, customizing or tuning. You will also get the opportunity to purchase many of the guns people bring to you for your own collection or to resell. Course includes over 17 hours of instruction on DVDs and audio CDs, a training manual, resource lists, reference books, appraising forms, testing, and certification. Everything you need to get started now. Complete the course and you will receive a Certified Firearms Appraiser patch and a personalized certificate upon passing test. **ITEM# FAPCOURSE $797 plus s/h**

GCA Silver Price: $597.75 plus s/h
YOU can be a:

• Certified 1911 Pistolsmith
• Certified Glocksmith
• Certified AR-15/M4 Riflesmith

Whether you are an AGI Certified Professional Gunsmithing Student, or just getting your toe in the water and want to become a Certified Expert on these particular firearms, these are must have, advanced training courses on these particular firearms, along with a set of professional notes, testing, certification and exclusive patches that will provide proof that you know these firearms. Don’t put it off! This offer and the bonuses are limited.

Think about how you will feel wearing these patches, proof of your having mastered each of these iconic firearm systems. Each course contains newly re-mastered DVDs in a dedicated course binder with bonus video not available in any other course. Here’s a run down on what you get when you order these great new courses!

The content in each of these courses is worth many, many times the full retail price of the courses. They will each more than pay for themselves if you only use it once to build a gun for yourself, or continuously, if you put the knowledge to work in your Gunsmithing business. Plus, you will get to wear the patches with pride.

We have packed so much more into these specific courses that even if you have the AGI Master Gunsmithing Course you won’t have all the video instruction that is included in these specialty courses. The DVDs have been re-mastered so you are getting the best video quality possible and they are assembled in a new certified course binder so that all this information is in one place. The testing and certification will take your skills to a new level and you will be able to wear each of these patches with pride.
Become a Certified 1911 Pistolsmith!

After completing this course, you will be a Certified Expert on Customizing the 1911 pistol.

The 1911 is an obvious choice as a personal defense weapon or for building the latest IPSC competition pistols or Hi-capacity, compensated “race guns.” Surprisingly, not many people really understand how this locked breech single action auto pistol truly works, let alone be able to properly customize it and still have it work reliably. After studying this course, you will be an 1911 expert.

This course contains over 27 hours of instruction on DVDs! Here is what is included:

As you know, AGI believes you can’t fix or effectively customize a firearm unless you truly understand HOW the firearm is intended to work so that’s where we start. First, Master Gunsmith Ken Brooks completely walks you step-by-step through the process of the complete and total disassembly and reassembly of the 1911 pistol down to the last part, including showing you several variations.

Next, Bob Dunlap explains in extreme detail the complete Design, Function and Repair of the 1911 using a cutaway pistol. By investing the time to learn about feed ramp design, lock-up, loose breech and extractor fit, you will be able to use these techniques to tune your .45 for maximum reliability and performance.

Then, Master Pistolsmith Gene Shuey shows you the step-by-step process of how to build the same type of high-end, custom 1911s pistols that he now charges over $5,000 each for. (he is still backlogged for several years). In this course, he reveals all his insider secrets and shows you how to build the type of 1911 pistol you really want for concealed carry OR for competition. Including selecting all the various parts and options. Every step is covered; frames, slides, barrels, triggers, sights, grips and so much more.

Master Gunsmith Gene Shuey has over 40 years experience in shooting and building 1911 style pistols of all types, from compact carry guns to the most exotic race guns with wild compensators that are used by Grand Master Shooters. He will take you through the entire process, revealing all the tricks he has learned from decades of experience along with some of the latest upgrades available for your pistol.

You will be able to build custom 1911 pistols from the frame up that function flawlessly, along with troubleshooting and repairing all models of this pistol.

No matter whether you are building custom 1911s from the frame up or are modifying existing 1911 style pistols for yourself or your customers, being a Certified 1911 Pistolsmith will enable you to add all the cool features that everyone wants and still turn out accurate, reliable pistols with pride!
Grab this opportunity to BE a Certified 1911 Pistolsmith at a Huge Discount!

This new certified course includes all of the following and MORE:

- Tightening the slide
- Lapping the frame to the slide
- Installing a drop-in barrel
- Ramping the barrel
- Fitting the link
- Fitting and filing the barrel
- Showing the Jarvis camlock system
- Fitting and tuning the extractor
- Installing a new ejector
- Replacing the plunger tube
- Fitting an extended beaver tail safety
- Fitting the slide to the frame
- Fitting a bull barrel
- Reaming a chamber and headspacing a barrel
- Professional trigger job with custom hammer and sear
- Full length tungsten guide rod with reverse plug
- Balancing the springs for reliability and performance
- Fitting barrel lock-up
- Tuning the extractor
- Tuning the ejector
- Installing and adjusting a trigger

You will Learn the Professional's Secrets to:

- Getting an ultra light, crisp trigger pull
- Fitting the extractor
- Making the pistol "jam proof"
- Getting match accuracy with combat reliability
- Using tools and fixtures like a pro
- How to fit the pistol to your grip
- Learn which options give you the most performance
- Exotic and durable finishes
- How-to select the best components and parts
- How to fit the pistol to your grip
- Learn which options give you the most performance
- Exotic and durable finishes

Join the AGI and save
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To be a Certified 1911 Pistolsmith you must be able to troubleshoot these pistols and understand what creates those mysterious malfunctions that drive shooters nuts and how to permanently repair them. Ever wonder why after you have added that latest trick gadget, your .45 isn’t quite as reliable as it used to be? As originally designed, the 1911 is unbelievably reliable. However, when you or a manufacturer change features, add parts or vary from the original design in any way, this gun can provide you with some frustrating reliability problems.

To resolve these issues, Gene Shuey will take you through the entire troubleshooting process, using cutaways to simulate and show you what specific types of jams and various malfunctions look like, what causes them, and how to correct or avoid these problems. We have assembled an entire "How-to" Troubleshooting Encyclopedia for the 1911 auto pistol. This is laid out and presented in a logical problem/solution format that is easy to follow and allows you to rapidly find the information you are looking for. Included:

- Where to purchase the latest "hi-tech" parts the pros use
- Selecting the best finish for your pistol
- How to tune and troubleshoot hi-capacity magazines
- Learning the tips and techniques on tuning for absolute reliability

Feeding related jams
Feed ramp design and angles
Recoil spring balancing
Hammer drops or follows down
Addressing accuracy issues
Failure to load from magazine
Trigger problems and adjustments
Slide not fully closing and locking-up
Case extraction problems (from chamber)
Extractor
Grip safety
Slide fit
Slide stop not functioning after last round
Extensive troubleshooting of magazine problems
Breach face
Ejection problems
Thumb safety failures

Applicable to all makes, models and calibers, this course is an absolutely mandatory video resource for anyone who owns a 1911 or who is a serious student of this pistol. You will also be able to “sit-in” and watch a class that Gene Shuey presented to a group of students on how to do a 1911 Trigger Job!

The DVDs have recently been completely re-mastered, and new content has been added. Also included is a detailed workbook with professional notes on the 1911 pistol which you can use as a reference guide. Testing and Certification are also included.

Once you prove your knowledge by passing the online tests, you will receive a personalized 1911 Pistolsmith Certificate and 1911 Pistolsmith patch to wear on your shop apron or shooting jacket, proving that you have completed this comprehensive course.

Studying this course you will save you a lot of time, painful learning and money. You will also absolutely love learning from Master Shuey. This is absolutely the Ultimate instructional course on the 1911 auto pistol ever offered!

Course #Cert1911 $1,297 plus s/h

Earn your right to wear this patch!
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Become a Certified Glocksmith!

You will be able to take the Glock to an incredibly new level, and create a pistol that is so desirable that everyone will be clamoring and shoving money at you asking you to do the same to their pistol.

Even if you have never disassembled a Glock before, after watching and practicing the techniques shown in this course, you will master the Glock pistol and be able to repair and customize it. You will become a Certified Glocksmith. Over 17 hours of instruction on DVD!

The total disassembly and reassembly of the Glock pistol can be intimidating. Ken Brooks walks you through every step in the Complete Disassembly and Reassembly (D/R) of the Glock down to the very last part in close-up detail. Once you know the secrets the pistol will seem to disassemble at your very touch, in mere seconds, which will absolutely fascinate your friends. You will never fear taking it all the way down to a bare frame.

Master Gunsmith Robert Dunlap then uses a rare original factory cutaway pistol to reveal the intricate inner workings of this revolutionary pistol design. This course is applicable to all models of the Glock, even the new compact models. In addition to proper maintenance techniques and complete disassembly/reassembly you will also learn how to make this great pistol even more reliable.

Next up noted authority and Glocksmith T.R. Graham takes you into the gun piece by piece, teaching you the tips and tricks that years of experience have shown work. In this course you’ll see all types of trigger modifications available by switching parts, using aftermarket parts, and even by modifying the factory originals. Coverage of all trigger parts available, as well as how to combine them for different shooters and applications, is shown along with a build-up of both a combat and a target trigger. T.R. reviews many sights available for Glocks, detailing the differences between competition and combat style sights. You’ll see dozens of sighting options explained and honestly evaluated along with the installation of several, including laser and night sights.

T.R. will show you how to install an extended mag release and slide stop and make them work even more effectively. He covers aftermarket recoil spring and guide rod combinations, while explaining
why and when to use them. After reviewing a myriad of different magazine and grip accessories, he shows how to combine them to tailor the pistol to YOU. He even covers aftermarket barrels and barrel fitting with great detail.

Want to convert your Glock to another caliber or enhance the accuracy? T.R. covers step-by-step how to get the most accuracy out of your Glock, as well as showing you several caliber conversions including a .22 cal conversion and even how to make your Glock into a carbine using the kit from Mech Tech! Sights, barrels, triggers, magazines, accessories, conversions, custom parts, and accurizing are all covered!

T.R. also provides you with an amazing array of tricks, tips, and modifications that he has learned from working on thousands of Glocks, including trigger mods, frame changes, safeties, extractor, and ejector mods. He’ll give you honest opinions on barrels and porting systems and show you how to fit them for the best accuracy. You’ll learn what parts will give you the best return in accuracy for dollars spent and what to avoid. T.R. even explains the differences in the factory parts that are available, and which ones can be interchanged between different model guns.

Master Gunsmith Gene Shuey then reveals the four areas that you can greatly improve on this excellent pistol!

There is no doubt that the GLOCK pistol is a reliable workhorse for law enforcement, military, and personal protection. However there are four areas of the GLOCK pistol that anyone with the right training and just basic skills can improve: The sights, the barrel (for accuracy and the ability to safely shoot lead bullet reloads), the grip frame (better fit, grip, and reduced felt recoil) and the trigger pull. To get the most out of your GLOCK you really need to know how to address each of these areas and in this course Gene Shuey and AGI show you how step-by-step.

Master Pistolsmith Gene Shuey has been working on GLOCK pistols for many years, studying, experimenting, and testing different approaches to enhancing the gun. He creates what is called "functional art in firearms." His GLOCK pistols are absolutely beautiful to look at, feel, and hold. And they work flawlessly!

If you’re not familiar with Mr. Shuey, he is well known for building extremely high-end custom 1911 pistols. Entire feature articles have been written about his work in gun magazines around the world. In Japan they have used his pistols as models to make exotic soft-air copies that sell for premium prices.

After receiving hundreds of requests, Gene turned all of his creative focus to GLOCK pistols. Over the years he has refined his process for converting GLOCKS into the finest concealed carry and competition pistols available anywhere. He is now willing to share with you everything he has learned from spending thousands of hours working on these guns.

Mr. Shuey has developed a simple step-by-step system that will enable you to customize your GLOCK the way YOU want it. Follow along as he shows you the numerous different sight options currently available and helps you make your choice. He selects an aftermarket "drop-in" barrel, installs it, and then demonstrates how to test for proper fit and polish the chamber for reliable feeding. He shows you how to enhance the grip and increase the adhesion of the grip so that it won’t slip when you need it during rapid firing or when your hands are sweaty, wet, or slippery. Gene will also show you how to install a thumb safety.

Furthermore, he teaches you how to greatly improve your trigger pull by installing a lighter trigger connector, springs, and smoothing and tuning the parts. You will also learn how to select and install an
approved recoil spring assembly to reduce felt recoil and improve reliability. Gene covers how to tune the overall pistol to improve fit, feel, and function plus a whole lot more.

This course is equal to sitting down with Master Pistolsmith Gene Shuey at his bench for a week working side-by-side with him.

**Now we take it to the next level!**

Learn how to modify your Glock into a custom carry gun using the step-by-step, detailed instruction you have come to expect from AGI. Following these methods you can build a truly custom Glock that combines stunning looks and exceptional performance!

Mr. Shuey takes a Caspian slide and shows you how to machine in a sight track, as well as bevel the side and front edges for a striking appearance and smooth, concealed carry. He teaches you how to perform an advanced and comprehensive trigger job that speeds up lock time with a Titanium firing pin, then shows you how to install the Cominoli "1911 style" thumb safety. You’ll also see him show and explain the pros and cons of an extensive assortment of the slide stops and magazine releases available as both factory and aftermarket parts.

17 HOURS OF INSTRUCTION!

Gene reveals how to re-contour the shape of your grip and enhance the surface texture to create a grip that fits your hand like a glove. He even shows you how to systematically make money building custom Glocks by creating a re-useable, model specific, template to ensure a perfect job each and every time. Gene shows you the many different sight options available and explains the advantages and disadvantages of each. He also demonstrates methods and tools used to install sights without damaging your custom slide. On top of all that, he covers finishing options such as hard chrome, DLC, and bluing.

In addition we have included a recording of a one-time Live Classroom course by Gene Shuey on How-to do a professional Glock Trigger Job fast and still get safe premium results using existing parts. (this will save you and your customers thousands of dollars over time). **Watching this course is like being there in person.**

The course comes with a complete set of professional class notes on the Glock pistol, with close-ups and lists of sources. All the DVDs in the Certified Glocksmith Course are indexed to help the user quickly find the information they are looking for.

This course is simply a MUST HAVE COURSE for anyone who wants to build Custom Glocks. The course includes testing, a Certified Glocksmith Certificate, and Certified Glocksmith patch to wear on your shop apron or shooting jacket upon completing your online test.

**Course #CertGlock** $1,297 plus s/h  

*Expires 12/31*

**Be a Certified Glocksmith and wear your patch proudly!**
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If you don’t know the information covered in detail in this course, you can easily waste thousands of dollars on parts that don’t work and be totally embarrassed by building rifles that just aren’t reliable. This course will take you from start to finish and you will know everything about these firearms and how to maintain and customize them. Having a rifle that works when you need it to could be the difference between life and death.

Ken Brooks will first take you through a complete disassembly and reassembly of the rifle down to the last part so that you will be comfortable with all the parts of the rifle. Master Gunsmith Bob Dunlap then walks you through a complete understanding of the Design, Function and basic repair of the AR-15 platform. Understanding step-by-step how the AR-15 and its clones function, including how the unique gas system works is critical. Complete disassembly and reassembly, lubrication, maintenance, feeding, troubleshooting, solutions, and repairs are all explained and shown in eye-opening detail, along with what critical spare parts are needed to keep on hand.

Bob then goes through the complete process of building up rifles assembled from parts kits from several different manufacturers. He shows you the problems and pit-falls to avoid. He covers parts identification, installing and fitting all the parts, headspacing the barrel, final assembly, test firing, and tuning.
Bob teaches you step-by-step how to turn the existing trigger system into a target trigger. He uses oversize mock-ups so you completely understand the critical positive-neutral-negative hammer sear relationships and are able to create a safe, light and crisp trigger pull.

To be sure which of the myriad of accessories are best for your purpose, you really need to understand what they do, how they work and whether or not they will meet the desired result. Your instructor in this segment is Sgt. Mark Foster. He has over 30 years of Gunsmithing experience and is a 20 year veteran of a California county Sheriff’s Department, where he is the Chief Armorer and a Training Officer. During that time he has built dozens of AR variants for use in different applications and maintained over 100 ARs that are used daily by patrol deputies. He also is responsible for the specialized select-fire SWAT Teams tactical M4s. He has seen what works and what doesn’t first hand. He has observed how easy it is for “Operators” to spend thousands of dollars on gadgets that in the end don’t perform as expected and can even be dangerous. He will help you avoid those mistakes.

Mark shows and explains to you numerous examples of triggers, grips, optics, lights, rails, barrels, stocks, muzzle brakes, compensators, flash-hiders, sights, handguards, gas systems and more. For each category he outlines what works well, tells you what to avoid and explains why. His daily field-experience combined with his armorer experience working on fellow officers’ weapons, gives him inside knowledge on the reliability and functionality of each of these options.

After reviewing the many available accessories thoroughly, Mark will show you how to build a variety of “mission-oriented” ARs and reviews what components he chooses for each and why. He goes through the process of tailoring the AR for: CQB, general hunting, SWAT, 3-gun, varmint hunting, home defense, and plinking, just to name a few. After studying this course you will be able to design and build the ultimate ARs for yourself and your customers. In addition to showing and demonstrating the tools, he demonstrates step-by-step how to change a barrel and install a free-floating handguard.

The result of achieving your AGI Certified AR-15/M4 Riflesmith Certification is that you will know how to tune existing guns for optimal performance and build up any type of AR rifle from scratch. Also included are professional and very comprehensive notes, online testing, Certification and a Certified AR-15/M4 Riflesmith patch for you to proudly wear or display upon successful completion of test.

Course #CertAR15 $1,297 plus s/h

Exclusive BONUS!!!

Order the Certified AR-15 Riflesmith course and we will give you a FREE step-by-step video course on how-to Machine 80% Lower Receivers Castings into completed AR-15 Lower receivers.
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Santa needs more welders in his shop and AGI has the fastest way to learn welding south of the North Pole

Many times when you are gunsmithing you will encounter a firearm that has a worn or broken part which is expensive, hard to get, or even no longer available. Knowing how to repair the existing part or being able to create a new one by welding is often your best solution. Having the ability to weld can make the difference between being a successful gunsmith or not.

Be an expert welder! 22+ hours of detailed information that covers everything from the history to how to make the perfect weld. This video course enables you to understand for the first time how to control the molten puddle, by showing you close-ups from just inches away. You will feel like you are right in the middle of the molten puddle! We show how to make the perfect weld and give you tips to help you practice and improve. There is no other course that goes into this amount of depth and takes you right up into the molten metal so that you can SEE how a weld is made.

This professional level course is of the same high content value and quality you have come to expect from The American Gunsmithing Institute. We cover the entire spectrum of welding: set-up, equipment, safety, metal types, and welding terminology that will make you act and sound like a pro. Even experienced welders will learn new tricks of the trade.

Here’s what a student has to say about this course: “I have an extensive background in welding, own my own business and have fabricated many items throughout the last 25 years. I thought I knew a lot about welding but I quickly realized I didn’t. What an excellent course! I would highly recommend this course to all those who are serious about learning proper welding procedures. Keep up the good work.” Ronald Stephenson, Phillipsburg, MT

#WELDINGCOURSE $1,297 plus s/h GCA Silver Price: $972.75

Special Bonus: Join the GCA!
Get your 25% GCA discount on this certified course!

1-800-797-0867
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FREE BONUSES!
With your order we will include a FREE auto darkening helmet and heavy duty welding gloves!
PLUS FREE SHIPPING!
How-to Build FN-FAL Rifles

The FAL rifle has often been called the “Right Arm of Freedom” as it has been in service with over 35 countries around the world. In this exclusive AGI Armorer’s Course you will learn how-to: distinguish a metric pattern FAL from an inch, properly install a barrel and adjust headspace, build a rifle from a receiver and a parts kit, totally disassemble and reassemble every part in your FAL, check parts for excessive wear and adjust the gas system. You will see many of the accessories currently available on the market, some rare tools, and a live fire demonstration of a pair of custom mini full-auto FALs. 125 min. Bundle #16 $39.95 (plus s/h)

Build your own tactical or varmint rifle

Master Rifle Builder Darrell Holland not only shows you ALL the different features and styles to choose from, he explains the advantages and disadvantages of each so you won’t make a mistake you’ll regret later. EVERYTHING IS COVERED from cartridge and caliber selection for tactical and varmint applications to the fitting and assembly of a custom rifle capable of shooting tiny, repeatable groups! This course includes: cartridge and barrel selection, lathe and mill work, headspacing, stock selection, Jewell trigger installation, barrel break-in, tuning and accurizing, high performance parts, stock bedding, scope selection and installation, and sighting-in. Darrell even reveals his exclusive, patented, V-block bedding system, giving you an inside look at one of the most repeatedly accurate mounting systems ever invented. He shows his exclusive one-screw take-down design and how it is installed. Go to the range with Darrell to put the newly-built rifle through its paces and learn proper procedures for barrel break-in and sighting-in the rifle. Darrell also shows you proper cleaning techniques to maintain that accuracy! So, whether you want to take out varmints at 500 yards with uncanny accuracy or you need a tactical rifle that can perform when it’s needed to diffuse a dangerous situation and save lives, this is the course for you. Bundle #13 $49.95 (plus s/h)

How-to Build a Semi-Auto G-3, HK-91, & CETME Rifle

Do you want to build a legal G-3, 7.62 NATO (.308) style semi-auto rifle?

International Firearms Expert John D. Bush takes you step-by-step through the process of building an ATF approved G-3 semi-auto rifle using a new USA manufactured receiver and surplus parts. Includes what parts you need to change to stay legal! Detailed coverage of the barrel process, headspacing, parts identification and inspection, and everything else you need to know. Both the stamped steel and forged aluminum receivers are shown and demonstrated. Bundle #15 $39.95 (plus s/h) 92 min.
Build an AKS from a parts kit!

We Did All The Work For You! From research and experimenting with various construction techniques, to creating tooling and documenting everything with drawings, we took the long way around in order to find the BEST and EASIEST method for building a Semi-Auto AK from a parts kit. Now, because of our thorough research and painstaking experiments, YOU can build an AK from a kit with ease and guaranteed success. We have eliminated all the guesswork and shown you a foolproof method for building up a Semi-Auto AK from a completed receiver or from a receiver flat.

Parts Identification • Construction Techniques • Receiver Selection Barrel Installation • Fitting a Trunnion • How-to Rivet • Bending Flats Tooling Blueprints • Parts Selection • and much more

If you follow the procedures we show you and use the tooling we give you prints for, you simply can’t miss. Prints are included on the DVDs for all the tooling you need whether you are starting from a receiver flat or with a pre-formed receiver. Every step in the process is covered in detail and when we are done building our AK, we take you through the proper safety checks and off to the range to test fire. You’ll be impressed at how well the gun operates. We are so confident this course includes everything you need to know for building a Semi-Auto AK from a kit that we back the course with AGI’s money back bulletproof guarantee!

Get the “How-to do an AK Trigger Job” Course #3364 $39.95 plus s/h

NOTE: Knowledge of complete disassembly and reassembly of an AK is highly recommended for this course. The AKS Armorer’s Course #1054 shown here will provide you with this necessary information. Over 50 million of these “assault rifles” have been manufactured and hundreds of thousands of the semi-auto variant have been sold in the US. This course explains in detail why this design is so rugged and how to insure continued reliability. Close ups are shown of all the internal parts using a cutaway gun and complete step-by-step disassembly and reassembly is shown. Numerous simple repairs are explained and a list of critical spare parts presented. Instructed by Robert Dunlap. Applicable to all makes and models. 94 min. DVD#1054 $39.95 (plus s/h)

You can build this custom 10/22!® EXPIRES F/14

AGI Instructor, Jack Landis, starts by showing you finished configurations, just to get the creative juices flowing and then moves on to the various parts of the firearm that can be customized and takes a look at the heart of the gun, the receiver (or action). Jack explains the attributes of various barrels, stocks, trigger housings, scopes, and magazines, as well as individual parts that will enable you to make informed decisions about the type of gun you want to build before you even spend any money. As an extra bonus, he also spends some time at the mill and lathe showing us how to go about performing some practical modifications, like boring/drilling/tapping rear cleanout holes in the receiver, squaring up the bolt face and adjusting headspace. You’ll even learn how to do a proper trigger job! Bundle #14 $79.95 plus s/h 5 hours!
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Professional Trigger Jobs & Systems Course

If you are serious about learning gunsmithing, then you need this advanced course on trigger jobs and systems.

AGI’s philosophy is that you can’t fix it unless you truly understand how it works. Robert Dunlap will take you step-by-step through the 14 major types of trigger systems that represent the majority of all systems utilized in most firearms. Extensive detail is given on each system using large mock-ups to clearly represent how each system works along with a discussion and examples of other firearms that use the same or a very similar system. In addition, a “hands-on” trigger job is performed on each specific model covered. **Bundle#19** $597 plus s/h  8 hours!

**Detailed information for more than 28 specific models of firearms including:**

- Single Action Trigger Systems: Positive, Negative & Neutral (hammer and sear engagement)
- Weight (trigger pull)
- Creep (trigger travel)
- S&W Auto Pistols
- S&W Revolvers
- Colt Double Action Revolver
- Erma Pistols
- M-1 Carbine and Garand
- Colt 1911 Auto (and all clones)
- Military 2-Stage Triggers: Enfield SMLE, M98 Mauser, Springfield 1903, Brno .22, Spanish Destroyer
- Mauser (M92 through M98)
- Win.150, 155, 170, 175, 190, 250, 255, 270, 275, 290, 1200, 1300, 1400, 1500 and all variations
- Rem. 870, 552, 572, 740, 742, 760, 7400, 7600 and all variations
- Ruger® 10/22®
- Plus . . .
  - Win. M70 (all M70s)
  - Walther .22 Rifles
  - East German .22 Rifles
  - Tools and Equipment
  - Triple Sear:
    - Rem. M700, AR-15, Mini-14®, M-1, AK47 clones, SKS
  - Double sear systems: design and adjustment

---

**Get the most out of your guns by doing your own trigger jobs!**

Master Gunsmith Bob Dunlap shows how each trigger system works and why. Each one hour trigger course is $39.95 each plus s/h.

**GCA Silver Price:** $29.96

- **S&W Revolvers:** Smooth up and lighten a factory trigger on your S&W to target specifications with this detailed course and common bench tools. Large scale mock-ups show every needed detail. (Single action only shown - a double action smooth and tune is shown in the S&W Armorer’s Course #1084 on page 5.) **DVD#3334**

- **Enfield:** There have been tens of thousands of these rifles imported, but they do have a rough military trigger. Learn how to improve the trigger pull on this wonderful rifle. Applicable to the No. 1 MKIII, No. 4 MKI, Ishapore A2 .308 and other variations. **DVD#3374**

- **SKS:** Get a smooth, clean and lighter trigger on one of the most popular military rifles in the world. Do it yourself. This course costs less than half the cost of a trigger job, if you could find a shop to do it. **DVD#3304**

- **Winchester 70:** This course shows you everything you need to know to improve or repair the factory trigger. A must have video for any Model 70 owner, and every gunsmith. **DVD#3344**

---

Order the Professional Trigger Jobs and Systems Course above and get ALL 4 of these trigger jobs courses for FREE! That's a $160 value - FREE!

**MENTION BUNDLE #19 WHEN ORDERING**
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Order Form - 4 Easy Ways to Order!

Online: www.AGICChristmasSale.com
Phone: 1-800-797-0867

Thank You For Your Order!

Method of Payment:
☐ Check or Money Order    ☐ MasterCard   ☐ VISA
☐ Discover    ☐ American Express    ☐ COD

Card No. ________________________________________________________ Exp. Date. ____________

Signature __________________________________________ Auth Code: __________

You must refer to the promotion code located above your address on the mailing panel of this catalog to receive your Christmas discounts. Enter code here: ______________________

ITEM # QTY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION PRICE S/H TOTAL

SHIPPPING & HANDLING

ID RES. TAX (6%) / CA RES. TAX (8%)

SUB TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

ORDER TOTAL

Thank You For Your Order!

FREE BONUSES ShOWN ON PAGES 18 & 19

☐ Yes! I am currently a Silver Member!
   Give me my 25% OFF!

☐ Yes! I want my 25% OFF!
   Sign me up for a Silver Membership!

*See pages 10-11 for details on GCA Membership!

GCA SILVER MEMBERS get 25% OFF everything in this catalog!

G CA SILVER MEMBERS get 25% OFF everything in this catalog!

If you’re not a GCA member join the GCA today as a Silver Member and get 2 FREE issues of GunTech DVD Magazine and the GCA Connection Newsletter along with FULL ACCESS to the GCA Members Only Website and all the other GCA benefits including 25% off everything in this catalog. *See pages 10-11 for details on GCA Membership! Offers valid for paid in full courses only and exclude monthly payment plans. Does not include certified courses, tool and books.
It’s Here! AGI’s Christmas Catalog! in July!

Build this gun! see page 37!

25% OFF

Or build this one! see page 33!

All Discounts End 8-31-15

Professional & Hobby “How-to” Instructional Gunsmithing Courses on DVD from AGI!

Building · Customizing · Refinishing Repair · Tuning · Maintenance Welding · Machining CERTIFICATIONS!
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